
The interior architecture may also be a reason for the visit.

Architectural details can raise emotions and a flexible lighting

system enables designers to enhance the space perception

by focussing attention on the illuminated objects. Tailored

architectural lighting can help visitors to move through the

space and appreciate the art with high visual quality,

balancing the contrast of luminance between different

surfaces and tuning the colours to maintain material and

structural authenticity.
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Heat map of visitor stops inside the exhibitionHeat map of visitor flows inside the exhibition

SOLUTION:

Lighting fittings cooperating with optical sensors and managed through a software 

to collect, analyse and present data (e.g. Heat map).

AIM

- Get detailed understanding of visitor behaviour

- Decision support for the modernization of exhibitions 

- Quantify the success of temporary exhibitions

RESULTS

The Museum receives on-going quantitative results instead of  manual observation 

(every one to two years, covering brief periods of time). These results can be used 

to improve the attractiveness of the museum’s exhibitions. 

People tracking study: Inatura Natural History Museum, Dornbirn (AT)

PERCEPTION OF THE ARTWORK

To stand in front of “the

real thing” is a rare and

unique experience. That’s

why light plays a

fundamental role in

experiencing art, enabling

visitors to feel and

interpret the message sent

by the artist via his or her

work and respecting the

history of the exhibit and

its presentation

environment. High visual

quality, glare control,

accurate colour rendition

and appropriate luminance

contrast to the

surroundings all ensure a

proper lighting

microclimate, for every

piece of art.

CASE STUDIES

Museums also play a social role in the life of a city. They represent a

focal point for the cultural urban scenario, a meeting point for

society. The increasing number of temporary exhibitions and events

also demonstrate this growing trend. These cultural offerings shape

the social life of a city and can further boost the appeal of a museum

or performance space.

S O C I A L R O L E

PERCEPTION OF THE ARCHITECTURE

Kunsthistorisches Museum , Vienna | Austria MMM Messner Mountain Museum, Kronplatz| Italy 

CONSERVATIONALVISUALOPERATIONAL

Through a LED Lighting System it is possible to improve the three main aspects required by museums:

LED BENEFITS

• Sustainability

• Management / Control

• Maintenance

Conservational Aspects Optical Flexibility Fixture Design FlexibilityEfficiency
Investment Costs VS Running costs of the lighting solution

Total Running Costs over lifetime of the solution:
Total Investment Costs:

• Miniaturisation

• Unobstrusive design

• Tunable / Colour temperature

• Light output

• Light distribution

• Light direction

• Colour shift protection

• Thermal protection

• UV and IR free

Wallwasher & spotlights 

Wallwasher

Spotlights

Wallwasher & Picture-framing

Picture-framing

PERCEPTION OF THE BUILDING 

The first impression of a cultural

building is generally made from the

outside. Since museums are seen as

social and architectural landmarks in

an urban environment, the way this

initial perception is formed is of

fundamental importance. Light

already starts to play a key role

outside the building, sending a

message to visitors about what is

inside, focussing on architectural

details or enhancing the impression

of exhibits that may be visible from

the exterior.

Dornier Museum, Friedrichshafen | Germany

Städel Museum, Frankfurt | Germany

SOLUTION

Spotlights equipped with DMX compatibility to ensure optimal networking 

and dynamic control.

AIM

An interactive lighting solution allows visitors to learn about a specific part of 

the painting by combining touch-screens (on the tables) and focus lighting (on 

the painting). 

RESULTS

To breathe new life into the Museum and reach out to a wider and younger 

audience. To help people to better understand the exhibits and break down 

barriers.

Equipped for the future: National Maritime Museum, Amsterdam (NL)         

National Maritime Museum, Amsterdam | Netherland

ON GOING: Neuroscience applied to art and culture

The concept is based on the relationship between colours 

and the human perceptual system. By accurately changing 

and mixing light sources with different spectral distribution 

curves the perception of specific pigments (based on the 

paints and materials originally used by the artist) can be 

emphasized. This design approach can improve the overall 

perception and interpretation of an exhibit.

We would like to invite you at our sponsored workshop:  

„Neuropsychological methods for lighting design and 

research“ that takes place on Tuesday 12.09 at 11:10

Presenters: 

- Anya Hurlbert, Professor of Visual Neuroscience, 

Newcastle University; Scientific Trustee, National gallery 

London

- Panos Andrikopoulos, PhD researcher, UCL Institute for 

Sustainable Heritage

C O N N E C T I V I T Y
Todays innovative technologies allow us to use lighting

fixtures to also provide information. One system can

support visitors as they navigate through the space,

transmitting information to their devices and helping to

create a customised visit experience.

Ways to illuminate a painting:

from soft and homogenous to

sharp and focussed

THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE


